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Working Smarter

JCL Simplified
B y  J i m  M o o r e

JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE (JCL) HAS BEEN SLOWLY CHANGING IN RECENT

years. These changes have all revolved and evolved around simplification
of coding. In particular, DFSMS—System-Managed Storage (SMS)
implementations have removed a lot of the old physical-style JCL cod-
ing. “Physical” would include JCL keywords such as UNIT and VOL.

THE 100% DEFAULT ALLOCATION

Consider the JCL example shown in Figure 1. Is this valid JCL cod-
ing? Yes it is, as long as SMS is able to provide a default SPACE value.

This is what I meant by “simplification of coding” in the introduc-
tion. What could be simpler than not coding anything?

The fact that there is not one single keyword coded at these throw-
away, NEW,DELETE,DELETE type of allocations really means that the
values are being provided by something else—not the submitted JCL.
This “something else” is normally SMS but standard defaults also apply.

Quick! If DISP is omitted, what is the default?
DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE)—just what is needed for temporary
work files used only by the step where they are coded.

As always, check the defaults and settings at the site where you
work. As an experiment, try one of these “zero keyword” DD alloca-
tions on a work file in your own JCL. SYSUTx files on an IEBCOPY
step would be a good place to try this out. Begin by copying a small
PDS and work your way up to a larger PDS. See how large of a default
SPACE allocation SMS provides at your site.

If you exceed it, you might experience an x37 (out of space) abend,
so use an output PDS that you don’t really need.

I LIKE LIKE

This is one of the newer (only about 11 or 12 years old) JCL key-
words. I use it as often as possible in situations where I want the exact
same physical attributes for a file that another file already possesses.
Figure 2 shows an example of its usage.

Another point to remember with the LIKE keyword is that it helps
reduce future JCL maintenance. From Figure 2, what if the
PROD.V10.LOADLIB was ever re-blocked or had some other physical
change? With LIKE in place, this a zero change situation.

SET, JCLLIB AND INCLUDE

An all-too-common occurrence on mainframe systems is: A new
release of some software is being rolled out but has to co-exist with the
older release for some period of time. The stickiest situations while this

co-existence period is active arise in batch jobs. Sometimes, the JCL
must point to the prior release and other times it must point to the new
release. Consider the example in Figure 3.

Some points to note:

1. There would be a JOBLIB concatenation for both the old and the
new release in the PDS named at JCLLIB—
NEW.RLSE.SOURCE.

2. The symbolic named REGION is passed into the INCLUDE to
resolve a reference to a REGION-specific load library.

3. The symbolic named RLSE is used to resolve the INCLUDE
member’s name.

// IF RC LE 4 THEN
//COBOL EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,
// PARM=(‘NOADV,LIB,RENT,APOST,MAP,OFFSET,NOSEQ,XREF’,
// ‘NUMPROC(PFD),OPTIMIZE,SSRANGE,DYNAM’)
//SYSIN DD DSN=&WRK1WORK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
//SYSLIB DD DSN=&COPYPDS,DISP=SHR
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIN DD DSN=&LOADSET,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),
// SPACE=(TRK,(30,15)),
// LRECL=80,RECFM=FB,DSORG=PS
//SYSUT1 DD
//SYSUT2 DD
//SYSUT3 DD
//SYSUT4 DD
//SYSUT5 DD
//SYSUT6 DD
//SYSUT7 DD
// ENDIF

Figure 1: 100% default allocation (“zero keyword” coding) in a COBOL compile step.

The SYSUT1 through SYSUT7 files are compiler spill files and are used only for the

duration of the COBOL step. Not one single JCL keyword needs to be coded unless SMS

defaults can’t satisfy the request.

// IF RC EQ 0 THEN
//STEP02   EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=(,),OUTPUT=*.SAR
//SYSUT3   DD  
//SYSUT4   DD  
//INDD     DD DSN=PROD.V10.LOADLIB,DISP=OLD
//OUTDD    DD DSN=PROD.V10.LOADLIB.BKUP,
//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
//            SPACE=(TRK,(150,15,45),RLSE),
//            LIKE=HWCASES.V4.P01.CVLOAD
//SYSIN    DD *
COPY INDD=INDD,OUTDD=OUTDD

// ENDIF

Figure 2: Using the LIKE JCL parameter to inherit all of the attributes of whatever file is

being copied. Note the “zero keyword” style work file allocations at SYSUT3 and SYSUT4.
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With this sort of set-up at the front of a JCL stream, all that is required
to toggle between the two releases is a change to the value of the RLSE
symbolic. Considering that SET coded symbolic values “carry into”
INCLUDE members, I often ask myself: Are PROCs obsolete?

CONCLUSION

I am forever seeing z/OS sites doing far more JCL coding than they
have to. Whether this is a result of confusion about what is required,
lack of training or, as a friend of mine calls it, “Old Spanish Custom,”
I don’t know.

Modern additions and enhancements to the ancient JCL keyword set
were made for a reason: Simplification. There is a lot more flexibility
available these days to the technicians who are charged with actually
coding and maintaining JCL.

Just a suggestion: Exploit this.  
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-Unresolved JCL

//JOBCARD
//*
// JCLLIB ORDER=(NEW.RLSE.SOURCE)
//*
// SET REGION=P12
// SET   RLSE=R16  /* PRIOR RLSE IS R15
//*
// INCLUDE MEMBER=&RLSE.JLIB
//*

-Resolved JCL

//JOBCARD
//*
// JCLLIB ORDER=(NEW.RLSE.SOURCE)
//*
// SET REGION=P12
// SET   RLSE=R16  /* PRIOR RLSE IS R15
//*
// INCLUDE MEMBER=&RLSE.JLIB
— INCLUDE MEMBER=R16JLIB
I1//JOBLIB   DD DSN=V4.&REGION..LOADLIB,DISP=SHR
I1—JOBLIB    DD DSN=V4.P12.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR
I1//         DD DSN=PROD.DBA.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR
I1//         DD DSN=PROD.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

Figure 3: Using SET, JCLLIB and INCLUDE statements to simplify software release changes.


